INTRODUCTION TO
PSYCHOLOGY
Anthropology
ANTHROPOLOGY:

- the morphology of the person
- the doctrine of anthropology:
  - primatologie
  - evolutionary human anatomy
  - paleoanthropology
- race
Morphology of man - a study:

- the individual variability of physical type,
- age stages - from early stages of embryo development to old age inclusive,
- sexual dimorphism,
- changes in the physical development of a person under the influence of different living conditions and activities
ANTHROPOLOGY:

The doctrine of anthropogenesis - a change in the nature of the immediate ancestor of man and man himself during the Quaternary period, consisting of:

- Primatologie (the study of modern and fossil monkeys and prosimians)
- Evolutionary human anatomy
- Paleoanthropology (the study of fossil forms of man)
Race studies - studies the classification of races, the history of their formation.